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Foreword
Everyone says that the world is becoming more digital every year and with technology
advancing at an incredible rate. It is difficult to keep up with everything! So many businesses
and individuals are moving to the Internet and setting up shop on the W31. If you do not have a
website, you may be sorely disadvantaging yourself.
There are a myriad of websites floating around and as a customer or consumer we are inundated
with choices. Getting a website is easy, and there are a number of ways to do it, but to do it the
right way can be a little more challenging. The payoff is worth it though. This little e-book will
help you outline what you should do step-by-step and everything that needs to be thought about
when investing in a website.
The language and writing of this e-book address people who are interested in starting a website
for their company or business. This does not mean that many of these things do not apply to your
situation if you are not a business owner. For example though, I may use the word:
customers/consumers, but not all companies have simple “customers” let alone seek to sell
anything directly on their websites. Imagine that the term “customers” can be used
interchangeably with whoever will be visiting and viewing your website.
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W3 – world wide web
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So You Want A Website
A website allows two-way communication with your viewers. They can be as interactive as you
want. You can collect feedback through comment forms, contact forms, and analytics. You can
even directly answer visitor’s questions or interact live with them. This data and interaction can
shape future business decisions and make your company more responsive to customers’ needs.

Benefits of a New Website
Below is just a list of a few of the benefits you can reap from having a website:
1. Market Expansion – The Internet has allowed businesses to break through the geographical
barriers and become accessible, virtually, from any country in the world by a potential
customer that has Internet access.
2. Easy Access – now a day if someone wants information the first place they look is the
Internet. People can visit your website whenever they like in their own privacy and comfort,
without the stresses and distractions that exist in the real world.
3. Convenience – unlike a physical store that has operating hours, the Internet is open 24/7.
4. Far Cheaper and Much More Flexible Than Print Advertising – the Internet is extremely
different from print advertising in that space is cheap, your advertisement is accessible for a
longer period of time, the content can be changed without having to ask someone to do it for
you (if you use a content management system) and you can potentially reach a wider
audience.
5. Diversify Revenue Streams – website is not just a medium for representation of your
company, it is a form of media from which everybody can acquire information. You can use
this media to sell advertising space to other businesses.
6. Marketing Aspect – websites can also be used to allow visitors to access information about
their company.
7. Improve credibility – a website gives you the opportunity to tell potential customers what
you are about and why you deserve their trust and confidence. In fact, many people use the
internet for pre-purchase research so that they can determine for themselves whether a
particular supplier or brand is worthy of their patronage, and won t take them for a ride.
(it is shown that having a website on your advertisements and business cards can give a
stronger impression than ones without)
8. Growth Opportunity – a website serves as a great place to refer potential investors to, to
show them what your company is about, what it has achieved and what it can achieve in
future. Everything in one location – a website is a great place to list everything about your
business and allow customers to interact with content and easily navigate.
9. Viral Marketing – the Internet facilitated this; where your website visitors spread positive
word-of-mouth about your business - your customers do your marketing!
10. Two-Way Communicative Marketing – customers can quickly and easily give feedback on
your product and/or marketing approach.
And much more!!!!
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Purpose of Your Website
A website built for a business needs to represent your company. Now that you know many of the
reasons for why you might want a website, think about the purpose of this website. Why kind of
website do you want it to be? What features do you want? How large will it be? What are you
goals and what do you expect to get out of a website
I have a listed the majority of the kinds of websites you will find on the internet, but most likely
you will be interested in the first three or four on this list.

Common Types of Websites
There are many types of websites, but these are the general categories. Your website can be one
or a combination of any of these.
Personal sites
Personal sites are really the wild-cards of the web design world. Thjey should be a reflection of
you, the site owner. Things can be creative and off the beaten path of your “typical” website. If
something unexpected fits within the personality of the site, then by all means: go for it.
Galleries and Portfolios
Image galleries and portfolio sites are as they sound. They present and organize your art, photos,
or whatever you are exhibiting and should ideally narrow the images being displayed, especially
as the volume of images grows.
Corporate Sites
Although corporate incorrectly implies “big”, but this type of website is often what many
business follow. There’s a huge variety in the structure and size of corporate sites. Some are
simply to entice new customers. Others are created to keep current customers informed. Still
others must serve as both an enticement to new customers, a news portal for existing customers,
and the front-end for a company intranet.
Regardless of the purpose of the corporate site, clear-cut navigation is key. You don’t want users
to have to spend time looking for your navigation or trying to figure out which link to click on to
get where they need to go. Make sure that links are arranged logically, that they each have an
easy-to-understand meaning, and that they’re located in logical places.
Event sites
Event sites are generally simple and don’t have a huge number of pages. Think about how your
visitors will use the site. It’s most likely they’ll want to do one of the following: sign up for the
event, see who’s attending or speaking, get information about attending (including costs and
things like location and area hotels), and see the schedule for the event.
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E-Commerce
These are websites with online stores. They sell products and or services. For these businesses, it
is especially important to promote their website and persuade costumers to do business with
them. They usually have a shopping cart and a easy check out.
E-commerce sites are sometimes incredibly complex and have hundreds (or thousands) of
individual pages for products and other information. Here especially, navigation is vital to both
the user experience and the bottom line. Without excellent navigational structure, visitors will
become frustrated or have a hard time finding what they are looking for.
Informational and Reference Websites
Reference sites generally have one thing in common: a ton of information across a lot of pages.
This makes it tough to create any kind of standard menu. Categories can be helpful for browsing,
but when you start to get to the point of having thousands, tens of thousands, or even millions of
pages (like Wikipedia), the category system breaks down.
It’s vital that reference sites have excellent search capabilities. Guided search can be useful, too,
especially if used in conjunction with a good tagging and category organization.
Blogs
Blogs generally have a large volume of content, in reverse-chronological order. This presents
both a logical framework for your navigation, as well as some unique challenges, depending on
the type of blog.
Most blogs will use a combination of pagination (or continuous scrolling), an archive page,
sidebar navigation for categories and/or tags. It’s important to think through exactly how your
visitors are likely to want to access the content on your blog.
News Websites
News sites are similar to blogs, in that they generally present stories in reverse-chronological
order. News sites are often highly categorized, and have more complex information architecture
than many other kinds of sites, with often complex navigation systems.
Community or social network sites
Generally with big social networking sites, search is the primary means of navigation. Take
Facebook, for example: every member profile and every page has links to things like photos and
info on the left-hand side. Notifications, messages, and friend requests are always linked at the
top, as are links to account settings and to log out. A standard top navigation bar like that, that
always links to the visitor’s account and information has become a mainstay of well-designed
social networks.
Review sites
Review sites are generally used in two ways. The first is when users are interested in a specific
product and want to see reviews for that item. The second use is to research certain types of
products.
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Website Basics
There are two main things that any website needs: a domain name and hosting. If building a
website from the ground up, these are the first things that you have to get.

Domain Name
A domain name is usually something like: yourcompany.com (in my case it is caramooney.com).
It allows your IP address like 39.20.4.189 to be converted into text. These need to be purchased
and will provide your company with a unique URL. A domain can cost anywhere from $5 to $50
a year, depending on what kind of domain you register and where you purchase it.
Choosing a name requires some careful thought. You will need to check availability. You want
the name to be short, meaningful, and easy for your customers to remember. Going with your
company name (and the name of the website) is usually a preferable choice. The .com version is
generally best. If your business is a non-profit, think about opting for a .org extension.
Top Level Domains (TLD)
There are many different kinds of TLDs. The most common is .com, but other popular domains
include .org and .net. These fall under the category of generic top-level domains. You can also
register a country code top-level domain (a domain unique to every country in the world). You
may also be familiar with USA top-level domains, which are restricted from public use. There
are .gov for government, .mil for U.S. military, and .edu for educational institutions.
Generic Top-Level Domains
.aero
Air-transport industry
.asia
Asia-Pacific region
.biz *
Business
.com *
Commercial
.coop
Cooperatives
.info *
Information
.int
International organizations
.jobs
Companies
.mobi
Mobile devices
.museum Museums
.name *
Individuals, by name
.net *
Network
.org *
Organization
.post
Postal services
.pro
Professions
.tel
Internet communication services
.travel
Travel/tourism industry sites
.xxx
Adult entertainment
* TLD is open to public registration. No validation or limitations.
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They imply an abbreviation for different words, but just because this was the original intention,
does not mean the rule is followed. You might have seen a domain that uses the domain to build
in a phrase or to make a play-on-words (comewith.me or truelo.ve) Do not do this! It is
unprofessional, and does not help your search engine optimization at all.
If you happen to find that your domain name is taken, there are other ways to still get something
that will work. You can try variations of the name or by adding a hyphen (though try to not go
hyphen-crazy!). Also you can see about changing the domain extension, or using a generic
country TLD (so if you live in the United States, you might use a .us domain instead). If you are
really committed to a domain name, some times you may contact the owner and ask to buy it
from them.
WHOIS
This is an international database that your domain gets added to once you have purchased it.
Anyone can look up who owns the domain and other personal information to contact them.
Websites like whois.net offer a quick way to look up information from the WHOIS Database.
Often your domain registrar sells something called WhoisGuard. If you purchase WhoisGuard,
when someone pulls up your domain, your information will be hidden from them and must go
through a protected system to contact you (more information: www.whoisguard.com).
Register Your Domain
There are many places to register your domain. Do research. Often registration comes with your
hosting package or your registrar offers hosting when you sign up. When you register do not just
look at the cost of the domain per year. Think about other benefits and features such as
WhoisGuard, transfer costs, hosting possibilities; read the fine print.
Some popular domain registrars include:
• Namecheap - namecheap.com
• GoDaddy - godaddy.com
• 1&1 - 1and1.com
• Name - name.com
• Gandi - gandi.net

Hosting
Hosting is important. You’ll also need to buy hosting, which can get expensive. On average for a
small website you can find decent hosting for around $100/year (often they sell hosting by the
month as an advertising gimmick), depending on where you go. Your account will grant you
space on a server to which your domain name can be connected through a nameserver.
Choosing the right host is probably your most important step since you will require excellent
customer support and technical features. There are often a lot of features that hosts offer to try to
sell their services; be careful not to get too caught up in everything. Definitely do research for a
reputable host, as there are many out there, and some not so trustworthy. If something goes
wrong on your website like downtime, 99% of the time it is host-related.
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Some popular hosts include:
• Dreamhost - dreamhost.com *
• Bluehost - bluehost.com *
• GoDaddy - godaddy.com *
• Host Gator - hostgator.com *
• A Small Orange - asmallorange.com *
• 1&1 - 1and1.com *
• Nearly Free Speech - nearlyfreespeech.net
• Site5 - site5.com
• Surpass Hosting - surpasshosting.com
• Holdfire - holdfire.net
• Hostdime - hostdime.com
• Green Geeks - greengeeks.com
• Host Nine - hostnine.com
• Hostmonster - hostmonster.com
• KVChosting - kvchosting.com
Diskspace and Bandwidth
If you are new, these terms might be confusing. Diskpace is the amount of storage space your
host will give you (measures in MB megabytes, or GB gigabytes). Bandwidth is the amount of
traffic (number of visitors and what they are doing on your website) that is allowed to occur
between your web site and the rest of the Internet.
Most personal or small business sites will not need more than 1GB of bandwidth per month. If
you have a web site that is composed of static web pages and you expect little traffic to your site
on a daily basis, go with a low bandwidth plan. If you go over the amount of bandwidth allocated
in your plan, your hosting company could charge you over usage fees, so if you think the traffic
to your site will be significant, you may want to go through the calculations above to estimate the
amount of bandwidth required in a hosting plan.
Common Features
Hosting can get complicated and it is hard to find a host that is appropriate for you.
• MySQL - Most small business will only use 1-5 MySQL databases (if that!) to run things
like a content management system.
• FTP is a little more important, but you may see hosting companies selling plans with
“1000 FTP Accounts!” which is ridiculous. They anticipate and know that most people
never would use that many FTP accounts if more than one.
• Email is probably where you would want to really look at, especially if you plan to use
your domain for email (yes, you can do this!). For example I can use my domain,
caramooney.com as an email: email@caramooney.com
• Hosted Domains, Parked Domains, Subdomains – these are also used like FTP. If you
only intend to have one website, then you only need to be able to host one domain.
Parked domains and subdomains would only be extra features. Subdomain are:
www.Subdomain.Domain.com.
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•

cPanel – many larger hosting companies offer cPanel (discussed in further in my ebook,
Websites 101) with their hosting plans. cPanel is a top of the line, third party, control
center, and alone offers hundreds of different features! Sometimes to get your attention, a
host will list all the features that cPanel offers. Recognize that if they offer cPanel, the
majority of the features after that are offered as a function of cPanel.

“Unlimited”
Nothing is unlimited when it comes to hosting. Nothing. Understand that now. Many hosting
companies – if not the vast majority – offer “unlimited hosting” whether in diskspace,
bandwidth, or other features like FTP and email accounts, especially when you sign up for a
shared hosting plan.
It is a gimmick to get your attention, and it works. I am not saying that it is ruse or a scam, but
hosting companies often do what is called “overselling”. This trick is where they sell more than
they have to offer, with the anticipation that you will never use everything that you are given. It
is a good gamble for them that you won’t. Also many companies have worded in the fine print of
their terms of service that if you overstep your CPU usage even with “unlimited”, something will
happen (varies from host to host).
Think of “unlimited” not as infinite, but unmetered. They will allow you to do what you want
without worrying that you have a limit on your account. This is good so you do not have to keep
track of your quota. And in most circumstances you will never overload your CUP usage. So do
not worry or get too suspicious when you see plans with unlimited features, just keep a level
head and do not get too excited over their clever marketing schemes.

The Giant Metaphor
Are you still confused about what exactly hosting and domains are? Well I once heard someone
say that the Internet is our virtual reality. I guess you could say that is somewhat correct. It
makes a good extended metaphor.
Think of making a website as building a house or business building....
What do you need? For this purpose we will say you are design your own building from scratch.
First you need a plot of land (hosting diskspace) to build on. How will someone find it? That
plot of land needs a postal address (domain name). Now you are ready to start building.
You need to start making plans for how your building is going to be. The size, shape, ect. You
hire an architect, a contractor, and designer (website designer/developer).
The first step is using the raw materials to construct the foundation and skeleton of the house –
the poles, beams, and outline of the building (HTML). It looks pretty ugly all the fancy add-ons
that really make it look nice. Even once the walls are up, you need paint, furniture, and other
decorations (CSS). If you want any appliances to do more complicated stuff, you have to install
them (javascript, jquery, ect.) Voilà! You have your brand new building (website) ready to use.
All you have to do is fill it with everything that makes the house yours (content).
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Making It Look Nice
Now you have a idea in mind for your website. You know what your goals are. Perhaps you even
have some rough drafts of the content you want to add to your website. Now you have to design
it and make it attractive.

Do It Yourself
Lately it seems that everyone and their uncle knows how to make a website, and in the coming
years access to knowledge is getting easier. It is true that it is easy to make a website, but it is
very difficult to make a good website.
I often see people who have websites they’ve done themselves to a very limited degree of
success. Most cases they use the “instant website setup services”. It is all template-based and
limited room for creativity and knowledge of how one goes about navigating a website.
Think: would you build an entire house just because you had knowledge of carpentry? Do you
have the resources, equipment, time and knowledge to build a house from scratch?
Here are some things to consider:
• Can you make a website? Do you have the knowledge and skills?
• Do you plan on using an easy “instant” website template, or do you want a unique
original design for your business?
• Are you sure you are properly representing your business? Does your website look
professional?
• What if you mess it all up? Do you know how to fix your mistakes?
• How much time are you willing to put into creating your website?
• Do you have time to do both your website and run your business?
There are lots of reasons why you may decide to build a web site yourself, but most often you’ll
find it is much easier to hire an experienced designer that will work with you every step of the
way. If you do decide to try your hand at making your own website, let me at least point you in
the right direction.
Blogging-Based Websites
Examples: wordpress.com & blogger.com
Pros: Free. No hosting or domain fees. Easy setup; lots of templates to work with.
Cons: You are a subdomain of the website. So like www.yourname.wordpress.com or
www.yourname.blogger.com (you may be able to purchase a top-level domain). You will
be limited in creativity, disk space, and bandwidth too since it is a free service
Webs.com
Webs.com previously known as freewebs.com, is a template-based, all-around website
company. They offer free, easy site-builder hosting and other added (expensive) features.
Pros: Free. No hosting or domain fees, with options to upgrade to paid plans and
domains. Easy and quick setup; user-friendly site builder; lots of templates to work with.
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Cons: You are a subdomain of the website, like www.yourname.webs.com. You will be
limited in creativity and will lack the uniqueness that you would get from a customized
design. There is limited disk space and bandwidth too since it is a free service. They do
offer paid upgrades to a real top-level domain, larger hosting plans, and other paid
features, but their prices are extremely high. They do offer quality service and products,
but at an exorbitant cost.
Microsoft Expression Web and Sharepoint Designer
Previously known as Microsoft Front Page, which was discontinued in 2003, is a
relatively new way to get your website started. Software package(s) must be purchased
from Microsoft.

Hire A Designer
When visitors see your site they immediately form an opinion on your company. They notice the
visual impact of your site and will appreciate a well designed and easily navigable website.
With a custom-designed website, there is more to work with, and more functions that you could
get nowhere else. It also better showcases your business.
Sometimes it is better to call in the professionals. They can properly assess your situation and
create a website that fits all your business needs. It is an investment, but the payoff can be great.
Your website is an important aspect of your business and should be treated as such.
Looking for a reasonable, yet responsible designer can be difficult.
Here are some things to think about while doing research:
• What type of website do I want?
• Will there be an online store? Will I sell anything on the website?
• Will there be any sort of media (videos, graphics..ect)?
• Do I have an idea in my head already? Will it work and be appropriate?
• Do I have text, images and graphics for the website? Do I own them?
• How will I pay a designer?
These are only a few questions you should be asking yourself and the designer you want to hire.
Make sure that there are no copyright violations with ownership and use of texts, logos, graphics
and images. Make sure to obtain a written agreement detailing everything. It’s better to have it
all worked out and in an agreement from the start – so you can avoid costly expenses and
conflicts in the future.

Why You Want A Designer
A good designer can not just make an attractive and functioning website, but help you with
marketing tips, search engine optimization and assist in guiding you to various decisions based
on what you seek to achieve.
Then of course, with a designer, you have more control, get an original design, and have the
creative flexibility that you would never get with a template design or blog theme.
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Website Building Process
When working with a designer, each designer has his or her particular methods. Most tend to
follow a basic designing process. The process allows you to outline your ideas and gives you the
opportunity to review the project at multiple points and prevent any surprises at the launch time.
Below is my very simple plan for how I try to work with most clients:
Thought Process
This is a laid back process, where we discuss the plans you have for your website. What you
have in mind. We set objectives, and what your target audience is, how you want your site to be
perceived. We will work out details such as site structure, layout, what type of maintenance will
be needed, and search engine keywords.
Design
After the first step is taken, I will apply what I learned from you and what you want and design a
mockup of your home page that I think may fit what you are looking for. After you’ve approved
this, I’ll extend the design to the other site pages and create possible variations. The design
phase concludes when we’ve agreed upon the overall site design. Then we move on to the
second part of developing the website.
Development
This is where your site becomes three-dimensional. Using today’s development standards, I will
use xHTML and CSS as well as other scripts and codes to construct your site. I will add and
integrate any interactive elements that we have outlined together in our thought process stage.
If you would like something like WordPress installed, there is another set of minor steps
that we would take to make sure everything is ready by the end.
Once this is set, we will go to the questions and answers section, where I can confirm that your
website looks and behaves as it should and with a wide range of users.
Question & Answers
During this stage (we are almost there!), I will make sure everything is working properly. I will
upload the site onto either my server and see how it looks. I will verify that it is well optimized
for the most recent versions of popular web browsers. Things will be fine-tuned and adjusted.
Then I the site will be launched and go live!
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Content Management System
A content management system (CMS) is a computer program that allows the publishing, editing
and modifying content as well as maintenance from a central interface. There are a lot of CMS
out there, but many of them are overly complicated and require a certain level of technical
expertise. However, there are a select few that focus on simplicity and ease-of-use, but still give
the designer flexibility in features and customization. Some are quite popular, while others are
still worthy of investigation.
Joomla
Is a popular and an award-winning content management system, which enables you to build Web
sites and powerful online applications.
Drupal
Is a free CMS that allows an individual or a community of users to easily publish, manage and
organize a wide variety of content on a website. It is very popular; hundreds of thousands of
websites run on Drupal.
Concrete5
Is a free open source CMS that focuses on ease of use, which makes it great for designers. Some
key features include a file manager with bulk upload, drag-n-drop layout editor, and an open
marketplace of add-ons.
ExpressionEngine
Is a flexible, feature-rich content management system that empowers thousands of individuals,
organizations, and companies around the world to easily manage their website.
Textpattern
Is a free, open source, flexible, elegant and easy-to-use CMS.
Movable Type
Claims to be an “All-in-One Social Publishing Platform”, and can definitely pack a punch,
powers some pretty big sites.
CushyCMS
Is a Content Management Systems that is truly simple. There is no software to install and no
programming required.
WordPress
Is a state-of-the-art publishing platform with a focus on aesthetics, web standards, and usability.
It is also well known for its blogging platform. WordPress is probably the most popular CMS
and blogging platforms out there.
WorPress is my CMS of choice. It is user-friendly and accommodates many different types of
sites. Because of the active and vibrant user community, many helpful resources and plugins are
available.
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Now That You Have A Website
It is time to launch your website to the world! But wait! Things are not yet over!
Just because your website is “finished” does not mean you can relax just yet. Now it is your turn
to let everyone know that you have released your website onto the World Wide Web!

Search Engine Optimization
Most people would like their website to be found through Google and other popular search
engines. The process is called search engine optimization (SEO). SEO is not a perfect science,
and it changes frequently as well. Despite this, there are many things you can do (working with a
designer or person who is knowledgeable in the subject) to help you get your website recognized
and known by search engines.
Beware of people or companies that can promise you a #1 ranking. Ranking is always uncertain,
much less guaranteeing a top page ranking. There are many scams about, promising almost
impossible things. So watch out!
Key words have fallen a little to the wayside as far as their strength in SEO, but it is still worth it
to work with them. The keywords that we decide on during the development stage will be used
on your site to assist search engine robots and spiders.

Browser/Operating System Compatibility
Designers are always complaining about this. The goal of a designer is to get their website
design to look similar on the majority of popular browsers, operating systems, and screen
resolutions. It can be a difficult task.
With the combinations of all these different things (not even factoring in all the mobile devices
out there now) it is daunting, and like SEO is not a prefect science either. Internet Explorer alone
poses many problems for designers, especially versions 5-7.
The best practices for you are to update your browsers to the most recent version (and remember
to update!). Firefox and Chrome are two very popular browsers followed by Opera. Safari is in
the running, followed last by Internet Explorer. Unfortunately not everyone follows this trend,
much less updates, as they should.
You should expect that your website will not always look the same from one computer or device
to another.

Know Your Stats: Google Analytics
Google Analytics is an amazing free tool, which collects online traffic data to your website. I
install Analytics on all my sites.
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To login to your Analytics account, go to www.google.com/analytics. Click “Access Analytics”
and use your Google account and password to access Google Analytics. Click “View report”
next to your site address.
When you access your report, you can analyze stats such as the number of visitors, how they
arrived on your site, the average amount of time spent on the site, where visitors are from
geographically, and the pages they are visiting the most, among many other things. Keeping an
eye on your Analytics allows you to gauge the effectiveness of your marketing efforts (if this is
something you intend to do through your website). You can monitor the number of visitors and
their sources after initiatives such as a redesign, an email campaign, or a print promotion. The
resulting insights can inform your future marketing decisions and make you a smarter business
owner, or conversely if you are like me, I find it fascinating about who is viewing my website
and what they are doing.

Maintenance: Your Website Needs To Be Updated
A website will take time to maintain. Depending on what kind of website you have, it may take
even longer, especially websites with a blog. Though it requires an investment of time and
energy, I encourage you to update your site at least once a week. If the most recent entry is
several months old, you may be inadvertently conveying a sense of carelessness. New content,
on the other hand, can reflect your dedication to your business and your desire to keep the lines
of communication with your audience open. It also can encourage more search engines to crawl
your website pages!
You might think the work is over after the launch, but the best websites give people a reason to
revisit. Fresh content encourages customers to stay in touch with your company.
If you intend to have more of an informational-brochure-type website, you may not get as many
search engine hits, but the maintenance is very low. It depends on what you are looking for and
what you hope to achieve out of creating a website.

Get Out The Word
There are number of ways to get word out. There are many social media outlets, such as Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn. Send out an e-mail blast to friends, family, co-workers, whomever you
want inform.
If you are a large company with professional affiliates, you might want to try composing an
announcement to send to them. Tell them about your new website among other things. Add your
website to your business print material such as letterhead, advertisements and business cards.
Some other things people often forget is to include your URL on your e-mail signature. Also if
you have any online profiles, those are a great place to add your website to.
Well I hope this has been an informative booklet. Best of luck on your journey to becoming a
website owner!
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